The 1970’s and The 1980’s

The 1970’s
There is a lot more to public policy than putting forth an analysis
followed by recommendations. Public policy is not done by making
recommendations unless you are prepared to act on those
recommendations yourself.
		
								- Kitson Vincent
What is the use of having a public policy institute unless you can achieve results, change lives and
change circumstances for the better. We established a ‘think tank’ with a difference. We focused
on informing the citizen and providing a solution that could be acted on. Our modus operandi is
not to tell the citizen what to do, but show them what can be done. Our challenge is to explain
complex issues to a large audience. So we express ourselves using the language of video, in short,
by putting a camera on the issue. This differentiates us from every other public policy think tank
in Canada as it allows us to reach a larger audience.
The story starts in 1971 with Kitson Vincent when he first became involved in public policy.  He
was a co-founder of the Canadian Arctic Resource Committee and was executive director of the
organization until 1976.  The group consisted of lawyers, scientists, businessmen and officials of
aboriginal organizations North of 60.
“The significance of CARC is its ability to induce reputable persons to offer critical observations
about northern development. The high academic quality and integrity of these individuals lends
considerable legitimacy to their arguments and makes an impact on the media. General public
awareness and understanding of CARC’s position is now widespread, but it projects a responsible
image to all those involved in northern development including parliamentarians.”
					

- Excerpt from a report by Imperial Oil Ltd. (1976)

CARC`s focus on Northern environmental issues raised the level of public debate about the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. The result was the Berger Commission which recommended the pipeline not
be built. This was a strong citizens’ initiative, but Kitson Vincent recognized that print has a low
likelihood of producing actual change and results.

The 1980’s
Kitson then discovered the power of television. He was involved in a two hour documentary depicting the real world of
Soviet espionage in North America. Its merits were heralded
by William F. Buckley in the Toronto Sun October 22, 1981:
“A few years ago a team of young producers in Canada released a series on the use by the CIA of foreign installations for
doing the CIA’s business. Norfolk Communications joined by
Kitson Vincent, another enterprising Canadian, then decided
to attempt a documentary on the machinations of the KGB,
concerning which they knew little, and were surprised at the
almost nonchalant attention devoted to that agency in government documents…. The KGB Connections is so striking a drama, so newsworthy, so legitimately entertaining ……”
Realizing the opportunity television presented in reaching people at large and not just academics and highly informed citizens, Kitson founded a film company Stornoway Productions in
1983 and turned his attention to the Cold War overseas. Stornoway produced one hour documentary programs all over the
world targeting the hot spots of the cold war: Cuba, Africa and
Afghanistan, including the release of a feature film Witnesses:
What Happened in Afghanistan. These films were broadcast on
PBS and the CBC to great acclaim. With the collapse of the
Soviet Union in 1989, Kitson turned his attention to the Post
Cold War – the drug trafficking , the civil war in Georgia, human
trafficking and UN peacekeeping initiatives.

The 80’s
Early Documentary Programs
Agents of Deception			
Afghanistan			
Angola			
Cuba			
The Horn of Africa			
Promises to Keep			
Twice Promised Land			
FEATURE FILM: What Happened in Afghistan
Caught in the Crossfire
Dragons of Crime			
Out of Control			
Hunt for Red Mercury
Civil War in Georgia

The 1990’s

Foreign Policy
Domestic Issues

The 1990’s - Foreign Policy
The Cold War we showed us that the world was still a dangerous
place. But perhaps these problems were overshadowed by problems at home. In the 1990’s Canada was struggling to deal with its
own long term security and economic well-being. The country was
deeply in debt and faced the worst economic crisis since the 30’s.
Hence, we came back to tackle issues at home….. and Breakout
Educational Network was born.
In 1994, Kitson was a founding director of Breakout, a registered
charitable educational organization with two primary mandates: the
first was to conduct research and produce materials that would educate Canadians on matters of public policy, and second was to disseminate its findings to the largest possible audience.
Breakout was a public policy institute like no other. We tackled the
issues of the day and we knew that making any meaningful change
one would have to think in the long term and be prolific in the use
of film.  We stand alone in the public policy arena because of our
commitment to the audio-visual recording and presentation of policy
issues. We systematically begin and end with video and this has
delivered results.
When our research in Canada commenced the evidence for the decline in the public culture was clearly available. For over 30 years
government inquiries and royal commissions had studied the state
of Canada and offered up a vast menu of recommendations for
solving the country’s internal struggles and challenges. A recurring
theme during our research and international filming in the 80’s kept
occurring.  Many nations considered us a ‘shabby ally.’
We wanted to know why. The opportunity came in 1993 with a review of foreign and defence policy by the incoming Chretien government. When that review promised to generate only bromides about
the importance of “promoting Canadian values and culture” abroad,
we decided to get on board.
Contributing to the White Paper on Defence, we produced a video
report entitled Memo #1 and subsequently commissioned one of
the world’s foremost authorities on international strategy, Colin S.
Gray, to write Canadians in a Dangerous World. Gray advised us
to “get the big things right.” The report was well received, but not
by broadcasters who rejected our proposal for a TV documentary
on the security and defence issues facing Canadians, claiming “the
public has no interest in defence issues.” Six months later, they
found themselves haphazardly scrambling for insight into Canada’s
military failures in Somalia. Hence the idea was born for a large and
ambitious series of films on the Canadian Armed Forces, to be titled
A Question of Honour.

The 1990’s - Domestic Issues
Concurrently a most ambitious undertaking was the
launch of a wide-ranging investigation into the challenges facing Canada internally. The investigation
would be as comprehensive as any government inquiry, but it would be a grassroots initiative driven
by citizens determined to get at the “real” issues.
Named the underground royal commission (urc), the
inquiry began with seven young researchers straight
out of university, accompanied by a television crew
and producer, interviewing people from all walks of
life across the country. Eventually, the research team
would grow to 23 with hundreds of people being interviewed over the better part of a decade, at a cost
of several million dollars. This enormous undertaking
produced a unique national archive of interview footage, 14 hours of television documentaries, 16 published books of edited transcripts and commentary
and a multi-media university course.
What the underground royal commission uncovered
was a wasteful and inefficient system of government
largely lacking in accountability, regardless of subject, region of the country, level of administration, or
political party in office.  The people’s connection with
government was weakening, and with it their ability to
know and direct government – essentials of democracy. The researchers’ own experience demonstrated how difficult, in fact nearly impossible, it was for
members of the public to track how tax dollars were
being spent. Meanwhile, government was accumulating IOUs which could cripple future generations. Most
alarming of all, the people were as responsible as
anyone else for this state of affairs, failing to demand
accountability and allowing their elected representatives to become “nobodies”.

The 2000’s

The 2000’s
In 2001, we launched a broadcast outlet, ichannel, acquiring a carrier to bring the findings of the underground royal
commission to television audiences across Canada
The first of the documentary series, Days of Reckoning,
narrated the cross-country journey of the original seven researchers who had set out to discover why those responsible for managing a previously prosperous country had
saddled their generation with a debilitating $570 billion national debt – discovering in the process how the debt was
actually a symptom of much deeper problems. A second series, Secrets in High Places, delved into government spending by attempting to track a tax dollar through the maze of
government operations, using the relatively straightforward
Canada Infrastructure Works Program to do so. A third series, Does Your Vote Count?, offered viewers an up-close,
critical and integrated look at how government and the
electoral system do not adequately serve Canadian citizens
today. In each case, the trail led to the doors of Parliament.
The fourth series, A Question of Honour, focused on
foreign and defence issues, specifically the period between 1991 and 1999 when Canada stumbled from
one military disaster to another – the years General
Rick Hillier aptly called “the decade of darkness.” Episodes covered Bosnia and Croatia (Balkan Blues), Somalia (Lies and Dishonour), the Gulf War (Disarmament
by Neglect), peacekeeping from Suez to Zaire (The
Bungle in the Jungle), and Kosovo (An Empty House).
Film footage took two years to amass and chronicled
the deterioration of Canada’s military capabilities
told through the eyes of soldiers who had repeatedly
been dropped into war zones. This footage documents
the government’s desire to be seen to be upholding
Canada’s reputation as an international peacekeeper,
whether or not there was a peace to keep. Released in
the summer of 2003, A Question of Honour was nominated for two Gemini awards including one for best
documentary series.

The 2000’s
As with the other series, A Question of Honour also
led to the doors of Parliament asking the question of
who had put the Canadian Forces into the field undermanned and under-equipped for the jobs they were
expected to do, at the cost of soldiers’ lives and Canada’s standing in the world. The inquiry followed the
chain of command to the top, uncovering the same
deceptive practices and weak accountability found
elsewhere in government.
While A Question of Honour was reporting on the
problems of the past, so was an analysis of the “future force” whose outlook was no less dismal. Edited
by Dr. Douglas Bland of Queen’s, Canada Without
Armed Forces? argued that conditions in Canada’s
armed forces had deteriorated so much, even a crash
program of rebuilding would leave Canada’s foreign
policy disarmed and Canada unable to meet its international commitments before core military capabilities were restored. The report would be the basis for a Breakout documentary. Together these two
exposes attracted the personal attention of incoming
Prime Minister Paul Martin and helped to stimulate
a marked increase in capital spending on defence
demonstrative of just how influential initiatives from
outside government can be.

